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SUBJECT: Economic Analysis and Technical Support Document ~O:rning the Draft Final

~(/)..,....

Rule on Definition of "Waters of the United States"

o~' ~~

I. References

EPA~y

a. Draft Final Economic Analysis ofthe
czeD ater Rule, U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency & U.S. Almy ~s of ~eers, ~pril 2015

t~an ~-~~i.nition of Waters ofthe

b. Technical Support Document for
United States, U.S. En~ironmental Pro~ Agef§>1une ~...,

respon~
to
~a teGr.~

2. This memorandum
•
u•
analysis of the documents in
ere · ~
d t. th-fU.S. Environmental Protection
references a and b. Both doc
A's
oll\i
ysis, the Corps provided the EPA with
Agency (EPA). With respec
ctio
e1minations (IDs) made by the Corps for
raw data on the overall
~
'thi ~pan 'U;J>ntro
e Corps' regulatory program, but the Corps had
aquatic resources w
yziJ)2(the dcij •
PA elected to use in drafting the attached
no role in selecting
u~pU~~ ith respect to the Technical Suppo1t Document
Economic Analys'
(TSD), Cor~si._~as als~sed by EM when crafting the TSD, but the Corps also had no role
in actually p~o'lming the technical analysis or drafting the TSD.

m~~ o~~

3. The following paragraphs summarize the Corps Regulatory Program concerns and provide as
many examples as possible of what are fundamentally flawed products from a technical aspect.
In essence, certain sections of both the Economic Analysis document and the TSD are devoid of
any information about how the EPA obtained the results it has presented, rendering the
methodology and subsequent results in the documents unverifiable by the Corps.

EPA's Economic Analysis
4. The document includes the EPA's review of Corps IDs from FY 2013 and FY 2014, which
the Corps provided to the EPA for the pwJX>se of identifying estimated changes in jurisdiction
that would occur as a result of adoption of the draft final rule. However, the attached document
fails to identify the actual draft final rule language that EPA applied in performing its review or
the methodology used by EPA in applying such language to the Corps, IDs pertaining to isol~ted
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water bodies from FY 2013 and FY 2014. Without an explanation of the methodology or which
language was used in this exercise, the Corps cannot verify or provide cogent comments on the
results presented by EPA.
5. The document mixes te1minology and disparate datasets. For example, stream mitigation
costs provided by the Corps appear to have been extrapolated and applied in States where no inlieu fee program or mitigation bank data exist; there is no explanation of how such data were
used or applied to obtain the results presented. Also, the Section 404 data provided by the Corps
has been used out of context as if it were applicable to all Clean Water Act (CWA) programs,
despite the fact that this data is only meaningful for a specific authority u~ the CWA (Section
· ~grams implemented
404) and does not represent data under Sections 303, 401, 402, or~th
by EPA and the States for different purposes under the CWA. Co
ce costs under Section
404 are presented as representing seventy percent of the draft~ e's total costs and Section
404 benefits representing eighty-seven percent of the draft fimD(ilI'~:s ~~al benefits. When
presented in this manner, S.e ction 404 costs and benefits ao~ to f~weigh all other CWA
~ t~, very important CWA
programs combined, which greatly diminish the ma1!gQ,'t
programs. Using Sectiqn 404 data in this manner an ·
e ab~..of data from other programs
cannot yield an accurate estimate of the ttue costs~ ene~10>f thostl}ther CWA programs.

~s, ~are~~ntirely

6. The document equates aquatic resources
different data sets.
st
multiple aquatic resources
A single JD can provide the determinati_o.1Njurisdi~0>al
an'l ·~)ifil~ mer
the number of section 404
on a particular site. The revised~
pe1mits, the average impact acreag
rrl:
in
pact acreage, and an increase in
total permit application costs. H
er,
~n
s
driven by using the highest number of
individual permits and generail~ts ·
ill
e year over the five year period from FY
2009-2014 and average ~~:~~rrea
a
r pe1~ · sued in FY 2013. It is unclear and not
explained in the documenM.y · a
ata
a single year was used to calculate average
w°'a
was used to estimate the number of permits.
impact acreage for

fit.J"),f

~s

1v~~d

7. The docm
o ma" certainMmptions that have no analytical basis. For example, to
account for
c resoUl'ces that are not captured in the Corps' data (e.g., isolated waters on
properties ofl ndowners who do not seek a JD from the Corps), EPA used the data from the
Corps and simply doubled the number of isolated-waters. Doubling data sets in the absence of
analysis or basis for doing so cannot withstand even the most cursory technical review. All
assumptions should have a justifiable basis, with reasoned logical analysis to support them.
8. The Economic Analysis grossly overestimates the amount of compensatory mitigation
required under section 404 the CWA.
a. EPA assumed that all individual permits (IPs) and half of all general permits (GPs)
require compensatory mitigation. The actual values are thirty-one percent and 8 percent,
respectively, based on data in the Corps ORM2 database.
b. Mitigation totals used by the EPA represented only pe1mittee-responsible mitigation
(i.e. mitigation constt·ucted by the permittee), but the totals are characterized as
2
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representing all types of compensatory mitigation, including mitigation banks and in-lieu
·
fee programs.
c. Mitigation totals used by the EPA also included a range of ratios from all
compensatory mitigation sources (establishment, rehabilitation, enhancement,
preservation), but EPA assumed a 2: 1 ratio for all compensatory mitigation.
d. The mitigation cost data tables used are out of date. No quality checks from the Corps
on the data that EPA used were requested or obtained. EPA appears to have placed its
own data into tables originally provided by the Corps. This resul~a gross
misrepresentation of the Corps' raw data.
"-''

O'
i~a~lematic.

9. The EPA's use of compensatory mitigation as a benefit
Estimated
tory mitigation required for
Section 404 benefits described in the document based on co
permitted impacts, while costs are based on compliance wi
e~c·
04 permit. Both are
ically greater than
based on the same unit impact acreage. As compensato · ·tig ·
compliance (i.e. acres of requfred mitigation are gre
authorized impact), the
overall ratio of costs to benefits cannot chan~e. ns~ce>J mitig~on is provided to offset
acreage and functions of aquatic resow-ces lost
g~ ~e~ il\~ts from Corps
no ~ss; ~is unclear how this
pe1mitting with a programmatic goal of achi
translates to a "benefit." Both should be ~t .
~

a~

e,

10. The document is misleading

in~FJ.d..~ep-.1/J.');,n of data. Based on the sample

set of IDs used for its analysis, i~y in M~ EP~done JD per state to draw conclusions
ons ~Tm
f th
final mle, such as the draft final rule
regarding regional variate:·
ted
(pr •
otholes, western vernal pools, Carolina bays
section (a)(7) categories ·
s, and pocosins). More specificity is necessary
and Delmarva bays, Tex
ast pr · ie w
to infmm the public o0e t~~~XJ cted
of changes in jurisdiction, either lost or gained,

jurisdiction unde~r~~le.;;

Altho•u.~inistrative

11.
costs were included in the economic analysis accompany the
proposed ~;~;·e was no comparable cost requested or provided in the attached Economic
Analysis document to accompany the draft final rule. The document estimates CWA jurisdiction
to increase from its estimate of 2.7 percent in the proposed rule to 4.65 percent in this analysis of
the draft final mle. Section 404 administrative costs are qualitatively described in this document;
however, the cost estimate value is left blank. The Corps was not asked to provide information
about the increase in administrative costs that would be expected to result from EPA's
calculation of increased jurisdiction. Although the Corps is unable to validate how EPA arrived
at its estimate of a 4.65 percent increase in jurisdiction, ow· preliminary review using EPA's
estimate indicates that the Corps' administrative costs may increase by $4 million.
12. Several impottant aspects of jurisdiction were not considered as patt of the analysis in the
document, which contribute to its technical weakness. The analysis focused only on estimated
increases in jurisdiction, not on potential decreases, thus it was limited in its scope. Some of
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these aspects were disclosed as assumptions; however, the absence of robust analysis when that
analysis is possible is not technically sound.
a. Significant nexus detenninations on all types of aquatic resources (e.g. adjacent
wetlands) were not reviewed to inform the estimated change in jurisdiction. Only approved
jurisdictional determinations on isolated waters were reviewed.
b. A more extensive review of significant nexus dete1minations would have allowed for
an accurate estimation of predicted changes in jurisdiction regarding adjacent waters and
tributaries. The assumption was made that all tributaries would be jurisdictional under the final
rule; however, some tributaries that are currently jurisdictional might no ~r be jurisdictional
T
under the draft final rule.

O<.,.'

~jurisdictional

c. An asstunption was made that all adjacent wetlands
under the
final m le; however, some cutTently jurisdictional adjacent wet~~
ma not be considered
adjacent under the final rule as a result of the "bright-line" ~nee
olds and the
prohibition on using shallow subsurface and confined s~ fl~ ections to establish
adjacency. More analysis is necessary to quantify pcftemt'n'f dec~s in jurisdiction of these
waters, which may offset the potential increase in~~ctio0'edicte-"'in the Economic
~U ~ 'Cj . ~'O
Analysis.

~·

'V

·~

13. Finally, the statement in the Econom·
alysi~~
ume ~ "[t]his action does not have ,
5" i~t(itintly ·
rate. Both the expansion of and
tribal implications as specified in E.0.
y n~Tg1 ·
effects on tribes and treaty/ttust
loss of ctul'ent jurisdiction over W
ide~"'-a*
ated, and the tribes concerned
resow-ces. These effects have no~
apparently were not consulte~art o~~~~n~ ~Analysis.

14. In sum, as stated aboO :e c : C r r l ! ventified as an author, co-author or substantive

~con li~

the draft final rule defining WOUS. I request

the EPA o~~"' utho~ tlie proM

·om the attached document and reference made to
in all documents associated with the final rule.

refe~~~ C~requi~

contributor to the EP
that all

EPA's TSD

.

15. As mentioned above, it appears the EPA used a considerable amount of Corps data in
preparing the TSD; no data was requested by or provided to EPA to produce the TSD. The
Corps also had no role in performing the analysis or drafting the TSD.

16. In the TSD, the EPA overestimates the number of case-specific significant nexus
determinations (SNDs) the agencies have completed since 2008. The TSD states that the
agencies have made more than 500,000 IDs since 2008, and of those approximately fifty percent
included SNDs. This conflicts with Corps data and estimates and the Corps is unclear how and
from what dataset EPA derived the estimate included in the TSD.
a. Corps data show that the Corps completed approximately 424,000 IDs on 710,000
aquatic resources.
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b. The Corps estimates that, at the uppermost limit~ it has completed SNDs on
approximately seventeen percent of the aquatic resources for which JDs have been completed.
c. The seventeen percent includes both prelinUnary and approved IDs.
d. An even smaller percentage of the seventeen percent were required to be coordinated
with EPA (e.g., non-relatively permanent waters, wetlands adjacent but not abutting those
waters, etc.)

19. The TSD describes that wetland functions and wetland proximity to downstream waters
determine where wetlands occur along the connectivity gradient. The TSD states that the science
demonstrates strong evidence supporting the connectivity of waters in varying degrees in
maintaining the structure and function of downstream waters. The appropriate conclusion would
be that an SND should be performed for all waters not determined adjacent to determine where
they fall along the connectivity gradient and whether that nexus is significant. However, under
the draft fina l rule, if the subject water is greater than 4,000 feet from the OHWM/HTL of an
(a)(l)-(a)(5) water, even if they are within an area that lies along the connectivity gradient of the
tributary and may be providing important functions to the downstream waters, an SND cannot be
perfo1med under the draft final rule and the water would be non-jurisdictional. Thus, the TSD
contains conclusions that conflict with the language of the finaJ rule
5
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20. The TSD describes that wetlands with channelized smface or regular shallow subsurface
connections demonstrate connectivity and provide functions that can be generalized and can
affect downstream waters. A shallow subsmface or confined surface connection should be a
factor in determiningjw·isdiction based on the discussion in the TSD. However, such factors are
not able to be used under the draft final rule as a factor in an (a)(6) adjacency determination and
cannot be used in establishing jurisdiction under a SND for waters beyond 4,000 feet from the
OHWM/HTL of an (a)(l)-(a)(5) water. The TSD provides evidence of studies that indicate the
"substantial" functions provided by non-floodplain wetlands. The draft final rule forecloses on
the ability to do a SND on waters beyond 4,000 feet from the OHWM/H'JX'ti an (a)(l)-(a)(5)
~'\e'a by the TSD. This
water despite the potential presence of such "substantial" functions~e
· conflicting language serves as a basis for technical conflicts during
mentation.

0

.

21. The TSD emphasizes that evaluations of individual wetl~~ulbe considered in the
size
ggregation of waters in
context of other wetlands within the same watershed and e
the watershed. The TSD also emphasiZes that wetlands
le~ connected to
A~li, IDs for wetlands should
downstream waters even if individual wetlands are i
consider the influence and effect in aggregate of o er etlruO. wi~~e same watershed.
However, the draft final rule does not allow for
ga~~a~~ers when doing an SND
for (a)(7) or (a)(8) waters, and does not allo
a)(8~ers ~~ggregated with waters
beyond 4,000 feet from the OHWM/HT ~a E a)(
)(5)
. Caveats should be included
'mi
s to
itrary distances and that limit the
regarding policy decisions that restric
types of waters that can be aggrega •
hi~ rs
eflect the situations where "in the
region" and "similarly situated'~ t all~tt un~ final rule.

emphasize~~e~~~un~

22. The TSD
a very thorough analysis of the complex
interactions between
w
the downstream rivers to reach the
der
of the draft final rule. This does not
significant nexus
t
~c~~ade to restrict aggregation and SNDs under the
comp01t with or s 1
distance lim~·
. (1 erm
the Co~as not part of any type of analysis to reach the
conclusion
nbed; therefore, it is inaccurate to reflect that "the agencies" did t~s work or
that it is reflec ive of the Corps experience and expertise.

UQSt~

er~:;~~~~d

~
o 0~
·ons
yin~t~ovisions

23. The TSD does not provide support for the determination of how "significance" will be
measured in the SND or what is "more than speculative or insubstantial?» How is that quantified
beyond the list of factors to be considered in the definition oft.he final rule? The TSD also does
not provide clarity for how "similarly situated" is defined. The TSD contains clearer and
consistent language than the language in the preamble regarding bed/banks and OHWM, as well
as the discussion on breaks in those indicators not limiting upstream and downstream reaches of
the tributary. There is potential for the language in the TSD to conflict with the language in the
preamble; such language on these topics needs to be consistent and clear between the TSD and
the preamble.
24. The document does not provide necessary support for the draft final rule language and
cannot be used by the field in implementing the final rule. The TSD recognizes that floodplains
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of large river systems are much greater than 4,000 feet from the OHWM/HTL of the river.
Arguably, it is the expansive floodplains of the larger river systems that provide the important
exchange between waters within the floodplain and (a)(l)-(a)(5) waters rather than a linear
distance.
25. The Corps provided substantial technical comments on the draft EPA Connectivity Report,
which are still valid with respect to the technical validity of the concepts presented in the TSD.
Thus, with respect to the TSD, as with the Economic Analysis, the Corps cannot be identified as
having been involved in perf01ming the technical analysis or preparation the actual document. It
is inaccurate to reflect that the Corps experience and expe1tise is reflec~the conclusions
drawn within the document. All references to the "agencies" or to the ~~ should be removed
from the TSD and the sole author of the TSD is appropriately EP~Q

ea.Ll.o.~ment

26. In conclusion, it should be made clear by EPA within
the sections or subject
matter areas for which the Corps provided data, but the do ~~s~d not be characterized as
e
ould not be identified
anything other than analyses performed solely by the EE .
as an author, co-author or substantive contributor to
docQ1 . Additionally, all
references to the "agencies" in the documents!~~ re.._112.~s well as references to
conclusions drawn based on the agencies' "ex~'7""~ ~'Dj'-'Pe1;i~'lJ

27. The point of contact for this

memor~1iJ.s ~~e~r at 202-761-4598
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